We will:

- Produce and disseminate research findings with international impact
- Attract promising students at all levels and produce sought-after graduates for a sustainable society in a changing world
- Strengthening and developing internationally vigorous research environments that also take responsibility for education and collaboration
- Advancing our profile as a campus- and programme-based university with innovative, challenging and student-inclusive programmes
- Contribute to knowledge-based social development
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By:

- Our mission is, based on democratic values and academic tradition, to create, disseminate and apply knowledge.
- Our core values are innovation, boundary spanning, results focus and competition awareness.

We have:

- A good workplace with engaging and responsible leadership and employeeship
- Bold strategic recruitment
- Professional and appropriately designed internal support services
- Ability to generate, prioritise and reallocate resources

DEMONSTRATE EXCELLENCE
BUILD STRENGTH
TAKE RESPONSIBILITY
CREATE EFFICIENCY